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Date: March 26th - July 9th, 2020

Location: 65 webinars and 
Keynotes streamed on Youtube 
and Facebook

Free Market Road Show 2020

Disruptive Innovation

The Free Market Road Show was about to begin when COVID-19 
hit Europe. The overall topic “Disruptive Innovation” couldn’t be 
more appropriate. 

The pandemic and consequently the measures of governments 
have turned upside down everyday life, the economy, our 
education system and much more. People were confronted with 
a fait accompli from one day to the next: losing their jobs or 
bankruptcy of their own companies, state aid being provided too 
late or not at all, a health care system that suddenly treats only one 
disease, and, last but not least, the long-term burden of enormous 
public debt.

Billions of people around the world have to face this challenge. The 
Free Market Road Show contributes to solving this challenge by 
discussing matters and phrasing solutions with partners, experts, 
and entrepreneurs across Europe, the Balkans and the Caucasus.

Since live events were not possible this year, the Free Market 
Road Show was quickly moved to the internet. 65 webinars and 
key notes have been recorded and can be accessed:

www.fmrs.digital

The ongoing COVID-19 crisis has led to instability around the 
world. It is only too fitting that such a crisis should emerge when 
this year’s FMRS theme is Disruptive Innovation, when established 
companies are blindsided by an unexpected challenger. 

The challenge we face this time is a virus. It has forced countries, 
companies, and institutions alike to think quickly, adapt, and draw 
up contingency plans in the face of enormous uncertainty and 
complexity. The temptation to command this complexity from the 
top must be great indeed. 

But as F. A. Hayek observed in his Nobel Prize Speech, “If man 
is not to do more harm than good in his efforts to improve the 
social order, he will have to learn that in this, as in all other fields 
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where essential complexity of an organized kind prevails, he 
cannot acquire the full knowledge which would make mastery of 
the events possible. He will therefore have to use what knowledge 
he can achieve, not to shape the results as the craftsman shapes 
his handiwork, but rather to cultivate a growth by providing the 
appropriate environment, in the manner in which the gardener 
does this for his plants.”

The FMRS has always operated in this spirit and appreciated that 
knowledge and solutions can never be effectively centralized; they 
are rather dispersed among millions and millions of individuals 
scattered throughout the countless cities we visit on the roadshow.

Even in a time of crisis – especially in a time of crisis – we must look 
to the state to provide us with the appropriate environment, one that 
protects economic freedom and encourages entrepreneurship and 
innovation. We as free individuals will manage ourselves. We are 
confronted with threats to our livelihood, but we are not without 
options. Constraints reveal opportunities formerly concealed. 
And we have the greatest confidence that as free individuals and 
entrepreneurs we will find the creative solutions that have brought 
us wealth and prosperity for years.

We thank our partners for helping us to run another successful 
Free Market Road Show in challenging times as such, when their 
institutions and think tanks had to reinvent themselves.
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Date: May 5th and 28th, 2020

Link: https://youtu.be/
Ra0SwivbHHA

https://youtu.be/BswCL1mkUlg

Free Market Road Show in Vienna

Two webinars have been hosted by the Hayek Institut, the FMRS-
Vienna partner. In the first, Jeffrey Tucker presented his idea of a 
society in an extreme situation. He assumes we will come out of this 
pandemic with new knowledge. It was a test of the governments’ 
power. There wouldn’t be a chance for any government to repeat 
a lockdown.

We will pay a high price for governments’ arrogance. We observe 
high unemployment rates, suicides, separation from families, 
etc. All this takes a long time for people to recover, not only 
economically. Every country has blown their budget. The measures 
created bigger problems than the virus. Thus, governments added 
another layer to the health issue.

Poverty is a worse killer than this virus. The lockdown was a 
terrible tragedy for many people. We turned away from freedom. 
Now is the time to fight for freedom. 

The second FMRS Webinar Vienna presented Andreas Hellmann, 
Michael Jäger, Kai Weiß, and Barbara Kolm. They discussed taxes 
and the idea of socializing depts.

Dr. Kolm’s biggest criticism of the EU’s plan for the recovery 
of the European economy was that it assumed a vaccine would 
solve everything by mid-2021. In addition to that, the EU plans 
on spending 25 percent of its GDP to keep the economy alive. 
Dr. Kolm saw this as the wrong approach. The economy could be 
propped up far easier by lowering taxes, than by going into vast 
amounts of debt. 

Michael Jäger then went on to criticize various social programs 
being called for disrespecting the costs. Universal basic income, 
bailouts of all kinds, etc. 

Andreas Hellmann then continued the debate by stating that “the 
EU has killed Europe’s economy with the lockdown. No country 
can keep its economy alive through subsidies and bailouts. Now 
the original goal of ‘flattening the curve’ seems to have been 
forgotten.” The regional differences within the EU seem to be 
completely disregarded by the policies proposed, according to Mr. 
Hellmann. 
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Free Market Road Show 2020 Declaration
A Roadmap Towards the Europe We Want

1) De-Bureaucratization via e-Government
It is an absolute must to simplify the rules and regulations that 
burden economic activity. We believe that e-government can play 
an essential part in cutting red tape across the continent. 

Thus, we propose: the digitization of all state procedures and 
administrative processes in the three branches of each of the 
government jurisdictions; the automation of personal and business 
tax calculations to replace all the current tax declaration systems. 
The opening of companies should be possible in a digital manner.

2) Tax Competition and Fiscal Sustainability
A transparent and sustainable tax system must be affordable, easy 
to understand for taxpayers. It has to be easy to understand and 
comply with. When the rates are too onerous or the tax code requires 
a battalion of accountants and lawyers for their understanding, the 
system becomes unsustainable, opaque, and, ultimately, unfair.

We advocate for an agile, moderate and simple tax code. Specifically 
in the case of companies, taxes should only be levied on dividends 
or salaries. As long as the funds are kept in the company’s account 
or reinvested, they should not be taxed. 

Why? Because companies that are just starting out and struggling 
to generate income do not have to worry about paying anything 
beyond their own expenses. The objective is clear: to promote 
a culture of entrepreneurship and the growth of businesses 
throughout Europe.

3) A Pro-Innovation Mindset 
Policymakers need to completely change their mindset and 
understand that innovation, new products, services, and business 
models must, in principle, always be allowed. It is highly 
detrimental towards innovators that the default position of 
European authorities is the Precautionary Principle.  

Innovation must instead be protected by the principle of the 
presumption of innocence. This way, we will put creative responses 
back in charge of problem-solving rather than regulations and 
prohibitions that hinder and stifle entrepreneurial spirit.

Signatories

Besides individual subscribers, 
until Oct. 23rd 2020 we have 
received signatures from 27 
institutions all over Europe.

If you wish to sign the declaration, 
please send an email to 

office@
austriancenter.com.
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Is there any role for the state regarding innovation? Yes. Minimal 
control to safeguard the population. Nonetheless, innovation 
should be the focal point coupled with only minimal regulation, 
not the other way around. 

4) Cash & Crypto Should Be Kings
We are frightened by the periodic discussions and trial balloons 
launched by European authorities to abolish cash. A cashless 
society would not solve any problems. However, it would bring 
a series of very real problems to individuals and companies. 
The first one has to do with privacy and personal freedom. The 
second is how vulnerable cashlessness would make us vis-a-vis 
disruptions such as power failures or communication breakdowns. 
Consequently, cash should not only be preserved but the €500 bill 
must be immediately brought back and the benefits of a €1,000 bill 
need to be discussed. 

European citizens should also fully enjoy the possibilities that 
technology has brought to us. That is why we call for the total 
legalization of cryptocurrencies and crypto assets. They should 
be able to serve as a means of payments and transactions. In 
addition, any store that possesses the technical means to charge in 
cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin, Litecoin, Monero, etc. must be 
able to do so without any regulatory hindrance.

5) Welfare and Rights for the 21st Century
Europeans have to regain the ability to protect themselves and 
their families. Freedom of association is essential to this. In the 
21st century, there shouldn’t be any compulsory memberships and 
contributions to unions. The possibility of free choice for pensions 
must be opened. The state may promote a mandatory minimum 
contribution. But it is necessary that there are private options to 
manage both this minimum and possible additional contributions 
that citizens want to make. The gradual closing of state-run pension 
systems may also be considered in the medium to long run. 

What is more, a voucher system for education and health can bring 
these important decisions back to the citizens instead of anonymous 
bureaucracies. The plethora of subsidies and government handouts 
must be dramatically reduced and simplified. The main objective 
of social spending has to be the retraining and reinsertion of 
unemployed people to the workforce. A safety net ought to be 
provided but only as a temporary aid. Welfare payments must not 
become either a trap or a lifestyle. 
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Date: March 26th - May 21st, 2020

Location: Webinar

European Resource Bank Meeting

17th anniversary
Rome, Italy

Just like the Free Market Road Show, the European Resource Bank 
suffered from the Corona shut down and travel bans. Originally, we 
planned to go the Rome, Italy, to organize the conference together 
with our Italian partner Competere. Things turned out differently, 
and so ERB went online, too. Nine webinars were held under the 
auspices of the European Resource Bank Meeting. All nine were 
moderated by Pietro Paganini from Competere.

The European Resource Bank project started 17 years ago as an 
initiative by Prof. Pierre Garello, Dr. Barbara Kolm, Wolfgang 
Müller, Prof. Hardy Bouillon, and Prof. Krassen Stanchev, when 
representatives from 13 European classical liberal think tanks met 
in November 2003 in Gummersbach, Germany, to reflect on ways 
to improve inter-organizational cooperation. 

While the topics of the meeting are usually ranging from issues 
of European economic integration to financial and monetary 
questions, this year all nine topics evolved around the pandemic 
and the economic and social consequences of the lockdown.

As the live events, the first online edition of the European Resource 
Bank Meeting was full of interesting topics and lively discussions.

***

Geopolitics: China’s assertive come back and her plans for the 
invasion of the EU
• Barbara Kolm, Austrian Economics Center and Hayek Instiute
• HSH Prince Michael of Liechtenstein, Geopolitical 

Information Service AG
• John Fund

Privacy and Individual Freedoms
• Luca Bolognini, Italian Institute for Privacy and Data 

Valorisation
• Georgiana Constantin-Parke, Liberty University’s Helms 

School of Government
• Anders Ydstedt, Svensk Tidskrift
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How to Support innovation in Times of Massive Disruption
• John Chisholm is CEO of John Chisholm Ventures, a startup 

advisory and Angel Investing group.
• Agnieszka Pɫonka‘s current research work focuses on state 

propaganda and the psychology of totalitarian regimes.

Effects on Europe of a possible major economic crisis in the US
• Michael Jäger, Taxpayers Association of Europe, European 

Economic Senate
• Barbara Kolm, Austrian Economics Center, Hayek Institut
• Henrique Schneider, Swiss Federation of Small and Medium 

Enterprises

IP – will the health crisis erode Property Rights
• Robert Grant, US Chamber of Commerce
• Lorenzo Montanari, Property Rights Alliance
• Richard Owens, Macdonald-Laurier Institute

All recordings are on our ERB webpage:

www.europeanresourcebank.org

Public Bailouts – an option to save the economy?
• Barbara Kolm, Austrian Economics Center, Hayek Institut
• Mark Skousen, Freedom Fest
• Michael Williams, ALTIUS Financial, Inc

Statistics: what can we really learn from the Corona graphs
• Duane Schulthess, Managing Director of Vital Transformation
• Laura Campos, data scientist specialized in business analytics
• Daniel Kaddik, European Liberal Forum, Brussels

Advantages and Downsides of Culture-for-free Content Online
• Gabriella de Esteban, orchestra conductor
• Brian McWilliams, Lions of Liberty
• Sydney Williams, financial expert and author

Sustainable Nutrition: Is feeding the world a contradiction to 
environmentalism?
• Michele Desilets – Orangutan Land Trust
• Dr. Cinzia Chiriaco, CMCC – Euro Mediterranean Center for 

Climate Change
• Prof. Francesco Visioli, University of Padua
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Date: April 13th, 2020

Location: online

International Conferences

CPAC 2020

The Conservative Political Action Conference is the largest and 
most influential gathering of conservatives in the world. Launched 
in 1974, CPAC brings together hundreds of conservative 
organizations, thousands of activists, millions of viewers and the 
best and brightest conservative leaders in the world.

Barbara Kolm spoke on the panel “Prescription for Failure: The 
Ills of Socialized Medicine”.

Puls 4 – Pro und Contra
Wer soll die Krise bezahlen?

Barbara Kolm was invited to an online discussion by the Austrian 
TV channel Puls 4. The participants spoke about Corona measures 
in Austria and how much burden they are to the budget. They 
discussed issues like public debt, taxes, economy, and other 
countries’ solutions compared to Austria’s.

The discussion was held in German.

DerStandard Diskussion - 
mitreden zu staatlichen Investitionen

Do we need a Green New Deal or the revival of fossil fuels? What 
about tax cuts, and who pays for all of this? This is what Barbara 
Blaha, Barbara Kolm, Franz Schellhorn, and Johannes Wahlmüller 
discussed in an online panel.

The discussion was held in German.

Date: February 26th - 29th, 2020

Location: Gaylord National 
Resort & Conference Center, 
Maryland, USA

Date: May 7th, 2020
Location: https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=IC_CyuqgH-k
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Puls24.at - Diskussionsrunde - 
Wer bezahlt die Krise?

In this issue of “Politik-Insider” PULS 24 moderator Gundula 
Geiginger welcomed the economist Stephan Schulmeister, Barbara 
Kolm, President of the Hayek Institute and banker Michael Ikrath 
to discuss who is paying for the crisis.

Eurobonds, Coronabonds, 
Schuldengemeinschaft - Europas Scheideweg?

by SME Connect

The European Commission has published a comprehensive 
reconstruction plan called “Next Generation EU”, with a total 
budget of €750 billion. This amount is to be raised on the capital 
market and the 27 member states will jointly take liability for 
it. While southern member states are pushing for subsidies, the 
northern member states (especially the “Frugal Four”) insist on 
earmarked loans with clearly dated repayments. No matter how the 
negotiations end, “Next Generation EU” will change the European 
Union in a lasting way – the important question is how.

Digital Transformation & Taxation: 
Opportunities & Challenges

by Taxpayers Association of Europe 
and SME Connect

In view of the timeliness of the topic related to the recovery plan 
presented by Ursula von der Leyen, that involves an extensive 
budget to be directed to support various sectors of the European 
economy as well as targets set out by the European Commission, 
we understand that new revenue streams are imperative, including 
taxation of large companies operation and a digital tax.

During this meeting ideas were shared on what the optimal 
structures for a digital tax in Europe are, what impact that tax 
would have on European SMEs and how to integrate it in the 
frameworks of a fair global competition.

Date: June 18th, 2020

Link: https://youtu.be/r_
MgUpQ4uSk

Date: June 17th, 2020

Link: https://youtu.be/
fhKCZk3Ixus

Date: May 19th, 2019

Location:https://www.puls24.
at/video/die-politik-insider-
schulmeister-kolm-ikrath
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Freedom Fest
Catch the Vision

Due to COVID-19 the Freedom Fest had to be canceled on short 
notice. The “Emergency Meeting” was transfered into the internet. 

As usual, Barbara Kolm participated at the Global Economic 
Summit which is always part of the Freedom Fest. The topic 
evolved around governments’ measures against the pandemic. 
Barbara stated that we have not seen anything like that before. 
Politicians tried to save lives, but damaged the economy. On top of 
that, there is already a debate about increasing taxes, or introducing 
new ones like wealth and inheritance taxes. This would be the 
wrong step, as countries like China might do the opposite and thus, 
override the EU. Measures are calculated with a vaccine solving 
the health problem within the next 9-12 months. What if there is 
none within this timeframe? If we loose our individual freedom, 
we pay a very high price!

Die Stunde Europas? EU Haushalt 2027 und 750 
Milliarden Paket – Gemeinschaftsschulden oder 

Zukunftsperspektive mit europäischem Mehrwert?
by CSU Auslandsverband Brüssel

A historic proposal for the Multiannual Financial Framework for 
2021-2027, linked to the “Next Generation EU” reconstruction 
plan, is to be decided by the 27 Member States and the European 
Parliament. Critical voices were already heard, many questions 
about revenue and expenditure remain unresolved. With the 
proposed issuance of EU bonds on the capital market, the EU is 
breaking new ground. Is a socialization of debt happening through 
the back door? To make matters worse, the German Bundestag or 
the Federal Government must come to a decision before August 5th 
on whether the Bundesbank can continue to participate in the ECB 
bonds purchase program. 

The EU summit of June 19th again failed to reach an agreement 
and now time is running out, as the new budget period is due to 
start on January 1st, 2021 and the key financial figures for 2021 - 
2027 have not yet been determined. 
The discussion was held in German.

Date: July 15th, 2020

Location: online

Date: July 13th, 2020

Link: https://youtu.
be/2cO2ovHRk5M
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Date: July 11th, 2020

Location: online

8th Annual Friedman Conference 
by The Australian Taxpayers’ Alliance

The 8th Friedman Conference by The Australian Taxpayers’ Alliance 
was another victim of COVID-19. And so they, too, decided to go 
online and embarked on a 24hours marathon conference. 

Barbara Kolm participated in the debate Friedrich Hayek vs Ayn 
Rand.

The North West International SDG Conference

Due to the Corona measures, the International SDG Conference 
could take place only online. Barbara Kolm delivered a key note 
speech about “Funding Sustainability”. The UN Sustainable 
Development Goals (SDGs) adopted by the international 
community in September 2015 comprehensively cover social, 
economic, and environmental objectives. Goal Number 11 aims 
at “Sustainable Cities and Communities: Make cities and human 
settlements inclusive, safe, resilient, and sustainable.” The goal is 
aligned to all other goals, most prominently to Goal 13 – taking 
urgent action to combat climate change. According to a World 
Bank report, failure of cities to build their resilience to climate 
change and natural disasters will cost worldwide more than USD 
300 billion per year by 2030.

Future Forum 2020 – virtuell
by ANSIG – Arbeitsgemeinschaft Neurologie 

Salzburg Innergebirg

Barbara Kolm quoted a study by the Bertelsmann Foundation, 
which recognized a connection between education and health. 
The higher an individual’s level of education, the more likely 
they are to pay attention to their health, be more athletic, and take 
advantage of preventive medical checkups. 

Date: September 30th, 2020

Location: online

Date: October 2nd - 3rd, 2020

Location: Maria Alm, Austria
Link: https://youtu.be/dm_
lWWNUby0
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Millstätter Wirtschaftsgespräche 
Panel: „Wettbewerb in einer vernetzten Welt: 

Was ist der richtige Rahmen?“

During the panel, Barbara Kolm focused on the question of how 
the Corona measures by the EU and the ECB could strengthen the 
position of Europe.

2020 Global Trade and 
Innovation Policy Alliance Summit

by Global Trade and Innovation Policy Alliance

Barbara Kolm joined the panel on COVID-19 with the presentation 
“Lockdown Crises – Geopolitical Implications”. She summarized 
the measures and their consequences in Austria and Europe. She 
criticized the uncoordinated actions across Europe, every state 
tried different solutions. Austria then faced a second lockdown and 
the economic problems will hit the country very hard: companies 
will go bankrupt, employees will lose their jobs, emergency funds 
burden the budget. The AEC has compiled pro-market and pro-
business suggestions to solve the lockdown problems.

Special Post Election Global Economic Summit
by Investment Club of America

Barbara Kolm joined the Global Financial Summit via Skype 
and was interviewed by Mark Skousen. The topics covered the 
outcome of the US elections and possible consequences for 
Europe. Further,   she gave an overview of the COVID situation 
and lockdown problems for the economy in Europe and how we 
can support free trade.

Date: October 29th, 2020

Location: online

Date: November 7th, 2019

Location:  Mount Rushmore, 
South Dakota and online

Date: October 21st - 23rd, 2020

Location: Millstadt, Austria
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Date: December 1st, 2020

Location: ORF 2

Date: November 13th, 2020

Location: online

Expert Forum on Budget and 
the Economic and Monetary Union

by European Liberal Forum (ELF), Brussels

Barbara Kolm joined the panel discussion on the Multiannual 
Fianancial Framework and Next Generation EU: a mid-term 
perspective. She started her presentation with the historical call 
“No Taxation Without Representation”, of the American colonists , 
when they resisted British trade control and taxation. 

We have a similar situation today: funding for commonly agreed 
EU projects and expenditures is not decided upon by the members 
of the European Parliament elected as representatives by the 
sovereign, the people – to this extent we indeed have taxation 
without representation. 

As a consequence she stated that capital and equity should be made 
‘sexy’ again.

Debatte rund ums Bargeld
ORF Eco Magazine - Interview

Barbara Kolm was interviewed on the subject of cash for the Austrian 
Broadcasting Cooperation magazine ECO. She thinks the current 
debate about abolishing cash is unnecessary, because cash means 
freedom and the advantages outweigh the disadvantages. It would 
have numerous disadvantages for companies, savers, and consumers 
in general. The discussion on the future of cash is fueled by three 
global trends: First, by technological progress and digitalization; 
second, by the discussion about the financing of illegal activities 
and the shadow economy; third, by current monetary policy and the 
exceptionally low interest rates that have prevailed for a long time. 
 
These discussions can and should be held. But it is a fact that cash is 
still the only legal means of payment and its popularity is extremely 
high in the European Union and highest within the European 
Union in Austria and Germany. Cash has numerous advantages for 
users that cannot be fully implemented digitally: The simplicity 
and finality of payment, the simultaneity of performance and 
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consideration, its robustness through independence from technical 
devices during payment, and its anonymity. If negative interest rates 
were also introduced for savings under €100,000, savers would 
have no other way to dodge these costs than to spend their money. 
Reserves “for a rainy day” would then be subject to expropriation.  
 

 

Das Corona-Jahr 2020 – Gesundheit versus 
Freiheit – Versuch einer ersten Bilanz

by St. Georgs Orden

Barbara Kolm was invited by the Order of St. George to participate in 
a panel discussion to talk about the impact of the Corona measures. 
The first immediate and most tangible consequence of the Corona 
pandemic is a sharp drop in economic activity in general, reflected 
in statistics and forecasts of gross domestic product (GDP) growth 
– the value of all goods and services produced in an economy.  
 
The pandemic is also accompanied by indirect costs that we can 
only guess at today but by no means estimate in a quantitatively 
reliable way: e.g., the disruption of normal education and 
schooling and the difficulty of an entire generation to enter the 
labor market, costs due to increasing public debt, dissolution of 
organizational networks, and interruption of supply chains, etc. 
 
 

Date: December 14th, 2020

Location: Order of St. George

Link: https://youtu.be/Jy-
f8L7PcsE.
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Date: April 25th, 2020

Link: https://www.
somosinnovacion.lat/livestream-
innovacion-para-superar-la-crisis-
mundial/

Date: April 15th, 2020

Link: https://www.
somosinnovacion.lat/conversatorio-
ganar-corazones-y-mentes/

How to Win Hearts and Minds
by Club de la Libertad

Instagram live with Club de la Libertad‘s president, Alberto 
Medina Méndez, on how to reach people and turn them to the 
cause of liberty and free markets. Federico Fernández, senior 
researcher at the AEC, and Alberto discussed the importance of 
bringing emotions into the fight for liberty. They also talked about 
the situation with regards to the pandemic, lockdowns, and how 
the economy might react. Finally, they spoke about the liberty 
movement in Argentina and the rest of the world.

Activate Innovation to Revolutionize LatAm
by Students for Liberty Argentina

Talk on how to unleash innovation is key to improve the lives 
of Latin Americans. Federico’s approach was based upon three 
basic ideas: e-government, tax simplification, and permissionless 
innovation. “Never let a good crisis go to waste,” they say. 
Federico believes that the only way to move forward overcome 
the pandemic and its dire economic consequences is with radical 
classical liberal reforms. 

How to Use Innovation to 
overcome the Corona-Crisis

by Ciudadano Austral (Chile)

Presentation of the work of Somos Innovación in Chile and 
discussion on the potential of innovation to help us deal with 
the pandemic. Bastián Gajardo, from Ciudadano Austral (Chile), 
interviewed Federico about the Latin American Network “Somos 
Innovación” and the role innovation will play during and after the 
COVID-19 pandemic. They also took some time to discuss political 
issues – particularly the Chilean constitutional referendum.

 

Date: April 22nd, 2020

Link: https://www.
somosinnovacion.lat/webinario-
activar-la-innovacion-para-salir-de-
la-crisis-y-revolucionar-latam/ 
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Date: September 9th, 2020

Link:  https://www.
somosinnovacion.lat/
mesa-de-expertos-online-
innovacion-como-motor-de-la-
reactivacion-economica-entre-la-

regulacion-y-la-libertad/

Date: April 28th, 2020

Link: https://www.
somosinnovacion.lat/instagram-live-
con-el-ceaaxxi/

Date: May 9th, 2020

Link: https://www.
somosinnovacion.lat/coronavirus-y-
economia-argentina/

Instagram Live with CEEAXXI
by CEEAXXI (Argentina)

Federico N. Fernández and Jeremías Morlandi discussed 
Argentina‘s main issues and how to solve them from the classical 
liberal perspective. The conversation was mostly about an 
upcoming book on public policies for Argentina edited by the 
CEEAXXI – an Argentine think tank. Federico presented the 
main ideas of his contribution for it. Moreover, they discussed the 
situation in the country and the rest of Latin America. 

Coronavirus and the Economy in Argentina
by Asociación para la Educación Económica 

en los Andes (Perú) 

Federico N. Fernández had a conversation with Carlos Dávila on 
the situation in LatAm in the midst of the COVID-19 crisis and 
specifically, its impact on Argentina. They also talked about the 
case of Peru, a country that Federico labeled as “a silent hero of 
the world economy.” In spite of political turmoil, the economy 
of Peru has been growing steadily for approximately the last two 
decades. Many countries of the region, and even some Europeans, 
could take a look at Peru’s example and try to learn some lessons.

Innovation between Freedom and Regulation
by ICP Colombia

Federico N. Fernández was part of an expert panel that discussed 
the possibilities for innovators in Colombia and the rest of Latin 
America. The webinar was part of the regional efforts of the 
Latin American Network Somos Innovación. Federico presented 
the results of an opinion poll organized by Somos Innovación in 
five Latin American countries in order to assess how citizens see 
innovation. The event also featured two national MPs as speakers.
 

e-Estonia – How Innovation and Technology 
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transformed its Public Sector
by Naumann Foundation & 

Coalición Cívica (Argentina)

Federico N. Fernández presented the key aspects of Estonia’s 
e-government transformations. The talk was presented to members 
and officials of the “Coalición Cívica” political party. Federico 
stressed the virtues of the e-government system applied in Estonia. 
However, he also stressed that the Estonian digitalization worked 
because of its classical liberal underpinnings.

Liberty in Latin America
by Encuentro Libertario

AEC’s Senior Fellow Federico Fernández was interviewed 
by Eduardo Ruiz from Mexico for the Encuentro Libertario 
show, discussing the challenges and opportunities for liberty 
in LatAm. They also talked in depth about the upcoming 9th 

International Conference “The Austrian School of Economics in 
the 21st Century.” Federico has been the Chair of the Organizing 
Committee since the very beginning of that conference in Rosario 
(Argentina) in 2006. 

Interview with James Sproule
e-Citizenship for the UK?

by Federico Fernández

Federico N. Fernández interviewed James Sproule about his report 
“Going Global. How to make the UK the champion of worldwide 
entrepreneurship.” (https://bit.ly/32QfOgo)

Date: September 11th, 2020

Location:  Webiar

Date: October 5th, 2020

Link:  https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=Gh3CmIgQqlI

Date: November 2020

Link:  https://youtu.
be/_3WsHugmcrQ
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Interview with Martin Gundinger 
by Jazba Helpinghands

Post Pandemic Economic Recovery

Martin Gundinger, who recently became Senior Fellow of the 
AEC, had a talk with Akash from Jazba, which is a student-led 
project in India aiming at improving the welfare of children. The 
topics of the conversation focused on what the Austrian School 
is and what the Austrian Economics Center does, as well as on 
the lockdowns in response to COVID-19. Other than that, they 
also discussed the possible consequences of the lockdown, like 
inflation, protectionism and bailouts.

Corona Pandemic as Challenge
for the State’s Budget

Martin Gundinger at the Budget Hearing 1

The committee consultations in the Austrian Parliament on 
the Federal Finance Act 2020 have begun with a public expert 
hearing. The main focus was on the impact of the Corona crisis 
on the federal budget. Martin Gundinger criticized the excessive 
financial support provided by the state. Public support should be 
reduced to the necessary minimum and the costs should be covered 
by budgetary reallocations.

More Deficit in Austria’s New Budget
Martin Gundinger at the Budget Hearing 2

Martin Gundinger was again invited to comment on the federal 
budget. He warned that the government’s measures against Corona 
cause an enormous increase of public debt The budget does not 
reflect any plan on how to pay back these debts.

Date: August 2nd, 2020

Location: www.instagram.com/
jazba_helpinghands/

Date: May 8th, 2020

Location: Parliament, Vienna 
Austria

Date: November 6th, 2020

Location: Parliament, Vienna 
Austria
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Puls24.at 
Interview with Martin Gundinger 

Analysis of the Current Corona Situation

Martin Gundinger was invited by the Austrian broadcaster Puls24 
to comment on the press conference of the federal ministers 
Aschbacher and Schramböck the same day. The focus lay of course 
on the second lockdown and its effects on the Austrian economy, 
how possible school closures will play into it and how retail will 
perform during Christmas time. 

We will have to prepare for lower economic growth, said Martin 
Gundinger. Numerous companies will be at risk of insolvency 
in the near future. The school closures will mean additional 
burden on employees and thus, in turn, on companies. Gundinger 
welcomed public support for companies: “All measures that help 
companies are indirect but very sustainable benefits for socially 
disadvantaged groups. Every company that survives is a potential 
employer.

Ökonomen warnen vor zu viel Hilfe
Interview with Martin Gundinger

by Die Presse

An interview with Martin Gundinger was conducted by the 
Austrian daily newspaper Die Presse on public support for domestic 
companies. He spoke in favor of releasing companies from their 
dependence on state aid as quickly as possible. In the short run it 
was important to help the companies with public means. In the 
medium and long run, it would be better to allow adjustments to be 
made through insolvencies. The longer this policy is maintained, 
the more insecurity arises that will weaken the economic system, 
because nobody knows which companies are actually at risk of 
insolvency. This also threatens to infect healthy companies, which 
is a big problem.

Date: November 10th, 2020

Link: https://www.puls24.
at/video/wirtschaftsforscher-
gundinger-77-prozent-
wirtschaftseinbruch-eher-
optimistisch/short

Date: November 26th, 2020

Link: Die Presse
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WÞ‡Éë E− −>ad be>−´>eOOn− 6n6e
SêXXea, d>e de÷ SÔaaÔ de÷{e>Ô aa
H>Ofea >a d>e 6e>X>−c6e W>÷Ô−c6afÔ
−ÔecMÔ: Ú8 M>OO>a÷dea Eê÷n −>ad fì÷
Zê−c6ì−−e, SÔêadêa(ea êad Ga;
÷aaÔ>ea bêd(eÔ>e÷Ôˇ Da− 6aÔ ebea;
faOO− anc6 a>e (eMaaaÔe FnO(eaˇ IX
e÷−Ôea HaObKa6÷ (ab e− −n nea>(e
Ia−nOlea{ea, n>e Oaa(e a>c6Ô: }dd8,
êX äÚ P÷n{eaÔ nea>(e÷, aO− >X Ve÷;
(Oe>c6−{e>Ô÷aêX ä¡}dˇ

Da− 6aÔ e>ae÷−e>Ô− X>Ô de÷ Aê−;
−eÔ{êa( de÷ Ia−nOlea{aaÔ÷a(−;
´fO>c6Ô be> Übe÷−c6êOdêa( {ê Ôêa
¯anc6 b>− Eade Jäaae÷ ä¡ä}¨, aa;
de÷e÷−e>Ô− abe÷ ebea daX>Ô, da−−
−>c6 a>c6Ô Oebea−fä6>(e UaÔe÷ae6;
Xea daaM de÷ SÔaaÔ−6>Ofe f>aaa{>e;
÷ea Muaaeaˇ Vn÷ d>e−ea −n(eaaaa;
Ôea µZnXb>eêaÔe÷ae6Xea™ êad
dea dadê÷c6 bed>a(ea FnO(ea fì÷
d>e Ge−aXÔn>÷Ô−c6afÔ na÷aea aêa
>X µP÷e−−e™;Ge−´÷äc6 Xe6÷e÷e
ÖMnanXeaˇ

G'ˇ7Ür w'r A⁾st'dñu⁾³

µMaa Maaa d>e u−Ôe÷÷e>c6>−c6e
W>÷Ô−c6afÔ a>c6Ô ìbe÷ da− (e−aXÔe
MnXXeade Ja6÷ X>Ô SÔaaÔ−6>Ofea
aêffaa(ea™, Xe>aÔ F÷aa{ Sc6eOO;
6n÷a, Le>Ôe÷ de− T6>aMÔaaM− A(ea;
da Aê−Ô÷>aˇ µJe Oäa(e÷ d>e SÔaaÔ−6>O;
fea Oaêfea, êX−n Oäa(e÷ le÷{u(e÷Ô
Xaa d>eMa÷MÔbe÷e>a>(êa(ˇ™

Da−− da− a>c6Ô (êÔ >−Ô fì÷ d>e
6e>X>−c6e W>÷Ô−c6afÔ, (OaêbÔ aêc6
Ma÷Ô>a Gêad>a(e÷, ÖMnanX be>X
Aê−Ô÷>aa EcnanX>c− CeaÔe÷ ¯AEC¨:
µDe÷ FeedbacM;Mec6aa>−Xê− ìbe÷
dea Ma÷MÔ fêaMÔ>na>e÷Ô a>c6Ô
Xe6÷ˇ™ D>e Kna−êXeaÔea 6äÔÔea
de÷{e>Ô Me>aea E>afOê−− aêf d>e
W>÷Ô−c6afÔ, da− −e> e>a P÷nbOeXˇ
µDe−6aOb Xê−− Xaa Xu(O>c6−Ô
−c6aeOO aê− d>e−e÷ H>Of−´nO>Ô>M 6e;
÷aê−ˇ™

E− baêe −>c6 de÷{e>Ô e>a SÔaê
be> dea Ia−nOlea{ea aêf, de÷ >X
MnXXeadea Ja6÷ FnO(ea 6aÔ: µE−
n>÷d Me>aea DaXXb÷êc6 (ebea™,
(OaêbÔ Sc6eOO6n÷a, µ−nade÷a e−
n>÷d e>ae WeOOe (ebea, d>e >a d>e
MnXXeadea Ja6÷e 6>ae>a−´ìOÔˇ™ Ia
DeêÔ−c6Oaad −´÷>c6Ô d>e /êade−;
le÷e>a>(êa( K÷ed>ÔaaMaêf êad Se÷;
l>c>a( ¯/KS¨ lna e>ae÷ µ/ê(neOOe™ˇ
SÔaÔÔ de÷{e>Ô eÔna #5¡¡ Ia−nOlea{ea

´÷n wêa÷ÔaO ÷ec6aeÔ Xaa dn÷Ô ab
ä¡ä}X>Ô É¡¡¡ b>− Ä¡¡¡ ´÷nwêa÷ÔaOˇ
Fì÷ Ö−Ôe÷÷e>c6 (>bÔ e− Sc6äÔ{êa;
(ea, nnaac6 d>e Ia−nOlea{aaÔ÷ä(e
ä¡ä} êX }5 b>− Ú¡ P÷n{eaÔ −Ôe>(ea
ne÷deaˇ

D>e HäOfÔe de÷ KnaMê÷−aaÔ÷ä(e
>a Ö−Ôe÷÷e>c6 MaXea b>−6e÷ lna
dea /e6u÷dea, ne>O F>÷Xea >6÷e
SÔeêe÷ nde÷ d>e Sn{>aOle÷−>c6e÷êa(
a>c6Ô be{a6Oea MnaaÔeaˇ D>e ye;
(>e÷êa( 6aÔ da÷aêf X>Ô e>ae÷ SÔêa;
dêa( de÷ SÔeêe÷{a6Oêa(ea ÷ea(>e÷Ô
– êad d>e−e SÔêadêa( KeÔ{Ô e÷aeêÔ
le÷Oäa(e÷Ô: Vna Jäaae÷ aêf Eade
Mä÷{ ä¡ä}ˇ Daaa −nOO e− e>ae Mu(;
O>c6Me>Ô {ê÷ yaÔea{a6Oêa( (ebeaˇ

Gêad>a(e÷ na÷aÔ: µJe Oäa(e÷
Xaa d>e−e H>Of−´nO>Ô>M aêf÷ec6Ô;
e÷6äOÔ, êX−n Xe6÷ Ua−>c6e÷6e>Ô
(>bÔ e− >X (e−aXÔea W>÷Ô−c6afÔ−;
−r−ÔeX, ne>O a>eXaad ne>+, neO;
c6e UaÔe÷ae6Xea aêa ÔaÔ−äc6O>c6
>a−nOlea{(efä6÷deÔ −>adˇ™ DaX>Ô
d÷n6e aêc6 e>ae Aa−ÔecMêa( lna
(e−êadeaUaÔe÷ae6Xeaˇ

A(eada;Aê−Ô÷>a;C6ef Sc6eOO;
6n÷a befì÷c6ÔeÔ, da−− e− >a dea
MnXXeadea Ja6÷ea {ê e>aeX Ia;
le−Ô>Ô>na−−Ôaê MnXXea MuaaÔeˇ
Ge−êade UaÔe÷ae6Xea nì÷de da−
GeOd fe6Oea, êX {ê >ale−Ô>e÷eaˇ
µAade÷ene÷dea aO− ZnXb>e− ìbe÷;
Oebea, ne>O −>c6 aêc6 d>e /aaMea
a>c6Ô Ô÷aêea, >6aea d>e K÷ed>Ôe fäO;
O>( {ê −ÔeOOea, ne>O d>e /aaMea
daaa e>a P÷nbOeX X>Ô >6÷ea />Oaa;
{ea 6abeaˇ™ Da− fì6÷e ebea {ê
ZnXb>eêaÔe÷ae6Xea – µn>e >a IÔa;
O>ea, nn e>a Te>O de÷ W>÷Ô−c6afÔ aê−
UaÔnÔea be−Ôe6Ô™ˇ

K'ä⁾' Sor³' äÿ Fä⁾7⁾zr'ssort

D>e Sn÷(e êX dea F>aaa{−eMÔn÷ 6aÔ
aêc6 AEC–ÖMnanX Gêad>a(e÷:
µWeaa Xaa d>e Ma+aa6Xea le÷;
Oäa(e÷Ô, Xac6Ô Xaa da− P÷nbOeX
anc6 (÷u+e÷ êad ÷>−M>e÷Ô aX Eade
aêc6 e>ae Aa−ÔecMêa( de− /aaMea;
−eMÔn÷−ˇ™ Sc6eOO6n÷a êad Gêa;
d>a(e÷ Xe>aea, da−− d>e H>Ofea {ê
/e(>aa de÷ K÷>−e aOÔe÷aaÔ>lOn− (e;

ne−ea −e>eaˇ Sc6eOO6n÷a: µMaa −nOO
aêc6 ne>Ôe÷6>a H>Ofea (enä6÷ea,
neaa Xaa /÷aac6ea be6u÷dO>c6
{ê−´e÷÷Ôˇ™ Abe÷ Oaa(−aX beauÔ>(e
Xaa e>a Aê−−Ô>e(−{eaa÷>n aê− dea
−ÔaaÔO>c6eaH>Of−´÷n(÷aXXeaˇ

D>e /edeaMea MnXXea Oaa(;
−aX >a de÷ PnO>Ô>M aaˇ Ka÷>a Dn´;
´eObaêe÷, /êd(eÔ−´÷ec6e÷>a de÷
‘en−, Xe>aÔ, da−− µe− (aa{ faO−c6
>−Ô, neaa Xaa d>e Ia−nOlea{ea
KeÔ{Ô le÷{u(e÷Ô™ˇ E− −e> anÔnead>(,
d>e Ia−nOlea{aaÔ÷a(−´fO>c6Ô baOd
n>ede÷ e>a{êfì6÷eaˇ Da−− Xaa d>e
H>Ofea {ê÷ìcMfa6÷ea −nOO, −n ne>Ô
n>OO Dn´´eObaêe÷ abe÷ >X µP÷e−;
−e™;Ge−´÷äc6 a>c6Ô (e6eaˇ

IX F>aaa{X>a>−Ôe÷>êX >−Ô d>e
Sn÷(e ln÷ ZnXb>eêaÔe÷ae6Xea
de÷{e>Ô Me>a T6eXaˇ IX Ge(eaÔe>Oˇ
ye−−n÷Ôc6ef Ge÷anÔ /OìXeO ¯ÖVP¨
6aÔ >a de÷ Ve÷(aa(ea6e>Ô −ÔeÔ− be;
ÔnaÔ, da−− Xaa O>ebe÷ e>a ´aa÷ Ua;
Ôe÷ae6Xea ÷eÔÔe, d>e e− a>c6Ô le÷;
d>eaÔ 6äÔÔea, beln÷ Xaa d>e POe>Ôe
lna l>eOea aade÷ea ÷>−M>e÷eˇ
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Date: February 13th, 2020

Location: http://
engageduniversity.blogs.
wesleyan.edu/2020/01/30/
liberty-and-the-nation-the-
state-of-liberalism-in-todays-
nationalist-revival/

Liberty and the Nation 
at Wesleyan University, Middletown, US

In February, the Wesleyan University, a premier liberal arts 
university based in Middletown, Connecticut, invited our Kai 
Weiss to give a talk about nationalism from a classical liberal 
perspective. Taking into account today’s resurgence of the nation, 
Kai looked at the prominent strain of liberal nationalism in the 
19th century as well as liberal principles in general, which provide 
important lessons for the future place of the nation in a globalized 
world, both showing the opportunities and limits of patriotic 
fervor.

Nationalist ideas are on the rise again in today’s world. President 
Donald Trump called himself a “nationalist,” and prominent 
thinkers around the West, from TV host Tucker Carlson to 
intellectuals like Yoram Hazony, have embraced the idea of 
the importance of the nation under the new aegis of national 
conservatism. In Europe, politicians such as Viktor Orban, Matteo 
Salvini, and Jaroslaw Kaczynski purport to construct their policies 
around the idea of national sovereignty.

Meanwhile, (classical) liberals have been staunch opponents of 
nationalism for centuries and are to this day – or so one thinks. 
But a prominent strain of liberal nationalism in the 19th century 
provides a different picture. 

Environmentalism 
at Students for Liberty Mid-Atlantic Summit, 

Arlington, US 

Can free markets protect the environment? This is what the 
environmentalism panel sponsored by the American Conservation 
Coalition tried to answer at the Mid-Atlantic Summit of Students 
for Liberty in Arlington, Virginia. Our Kai Weiss discussed the 
basics of market environmentalism and case studies from around 
the world with Quill Robinson from the ACC and Stephen Rowe 
from the Leadership Institute.

Date: February 15th, 2020

Location: Arlington, US
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Date: July 8th, 2020

Location: https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=2HcPPG7YNik

Date: August 22nd, 2020

Location: Webinar

Green Market Revolution 
at Navarra Confidencial

After publishing our new book “Green Market Revolution”, co-
editor Kai Weiss joined Spanish-speaking Navarra Confidencial 
to talk about the book, the theory of market environmentalism 
and how classical liberals and conservatives should finally take 
environmental issues seriously instead of leaving the discussion 
to the Left.

Green Market Revolution 
at Media Maratón Empresarial

As part of the second Spanish-speaking Media Maratón, organized 
by the Movimiento Libertario Colombia and many other 
organizations like Atlas Network, Friedrich Naumann Foundation, 
and Instituto Juan de Mariana, our Kai Weiss introduced our book 
“Green Market Revolution” to a large crowd of Latin American 
business leaders and freedom-minded individuals to explain how 
the market can protect the environment.

The Irrationality of the Digital Tax
by Americans for Tax Reform

In a webinar organized by Americans for Tax Reform about digital 
taxes, our Kai Weiss discussed the dangers of a digital tax and how 
Austria has weakened its own economic standing by introducing 
such a levy. Kai shared the stage with U.S. Ambassador C.J. 
Mahoney, Grover Norquist, and members of ATR, ECIPE, Istituto 
Bruno Leoni, Export USA, and the European Liberal Forum.

Date: October 8th, 2020

Location: Webinar
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Publications

Rating Europe

The webpage https://ratingeurope.eu/ provides information about 
taxation and government spendings in seven European countries.

Austria
France
Germany

Italy
Spain

Sweden
United Kingdom

How much money does the state take and what for are the 
revenues being used? Users get an overview of the budgets of 
these countries. They also get information about the exact amount 
of their individual dues and display their personal invoice for the 
services of the state. In the chapter “Balance the Budget”, users 
can test the impact of their ideas for a different use of the budget. 
And finally, there is a ticker that shows users how quickly the 
debts of the state are increasing.

Ongoing project - 100 Questions

In 2018, we asked pupils and students to send us questions about 
taxes for the first time. We received many questions, which were 
and still are posted and answered one after the other.

So far, the questions are available in German. Translations are 
planned. The project is realized in cooperation with the Hayek 
Institut.
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Green Market Revolution

The Austrian Economics Center published the book “Green 
Market Revolution. How Market Environmentalism Can Protect 
Nature and Save the Planet“ together with the British Conservation 
Alliance and more than 15 international free-market think tanks. 
Christopher Barnard, British Conservation Alliance, and Kai Weiß, 
Austrian Economics Center, are the editors.

“A timely, calm, fact-based presentation by eminent 
experts on the crucial issue of protecting the planet 
that is persuasive and a healthy antidote to the hysteria 
surrounding this issue.”

— Steve Forbes, Chairman and CEO at Forbes Inc.

The authors are concerned with environmental protection and 
the fight against global warming. In doing so, they show that free 
markets, innovation, property rights and local initiatives are better 
suited to address the problem than centralized top-down regulations 
that ignore local characteristics. Environmental protection should 
be in the hands of entrepreneurs, innovative and creative minds, as 
well as decentralized communities.

„Just as private ownership is good for the environment, 
so is sovereignty. Indeed, the desire to protect our green 
spaces is rooted, ultimately, in love of homeland. The clue 
is in the name: conservatives are natural conservationists. 
The environment, more than anything else, embodies 
Edmund Burke’s definition of society as a partnership 
between the living, the dead and the yet unborn.“

... wrote Daniel Hannan in his preface to “Green Market 
Revolution“. Our partner organizations Cato Institute, Reason 
Foundation, PERC, the Centre for Policy Studies, Adam Smith 
Institute, and die American Conservation Coalition contributed to 
the book.

Get your copy here:

www.greenmarketrevolution.eco
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The Indispensability of Freedom

It is with great pleasure that we write these lines to introduce 
this volume, which edits most of the papers presented at the 8th 
International Conference “The Austrian School of Economics 
in the 21st Century.” The event was held at the Oesterreichische 
Nationalbank (OeNB) on November 13th and 14th, 2019. It was 
co-organized by Fundación Internacional Bases, the Austrian 
Economics Center (AEC), and the Hayek Institut.

In “The Indispensability of Freedom” Federico N. Fernández, 
Barbara Kolm, and Victoria Schmid bring together a wide-ranging 
collection of essays based on the 8th International Conference. 
From its origins with Carl Menger in the 19th century, the Austrian 
School has always covered a diverse array of topics from multiple 
perspectives, from economics to methodology to history to 
political philosophy.

The Austrian School today is more encompassing than ever. These 
essays, written by authors from all over the world, carry on the 
School’s rich tradition and demonstrate its vibrancy and ability to 
tackle the challenges of the 21st century. Ideal for policymakers, 
businesspeople, scholars, and students alike, “The Indispensability 
of Freedom” demonstrates the indispensability of the Austrian 
School in our times.

Get your copy here:

https://www.austriancenter.com/austrian-

economics-conference-papers/
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<office@austriancenter.com>

Betreff : Views from Vienna: The Indispensability of Freedom
An : office@hayek-institut.at

Zimbra v.schmid@austriancenter.com

Views from Vienna: The Indispensability of Freedom

Fr., 11. Dez.., 2020 10:01
16 Anhänge

Web-Ansicht | webview | Aperçu web

The Indispensability of Freedom
December Edition

WATCH OUT! Essential reading for the Christmas holidays:

After last year's 8th International Conference “The Austrian School of Economics in

the 21st Century,” which we held at the Austrian National Bank in November 2019, it

is now our great pleasure to release The Indispensability of Freedom, a 626-page

strong book collecting 42 papers that were presented by some of the pre-eminent

scholars in Austrian Economics from around the world.

Zimbra https://mx.zsuite.at/zimbra/h/printmessage?id=f159d172-e421-49e6-837...

1 von 5 21.12.2020, 11:43



Tax Freedom Day Austria: August 15th, 2020

As of Monday, we do not work for the state 
treasury anymore, but for ourselves

”Tax Freedom Day” 2020 is on August 15th 

According to preliminary calculations by the Austrian Economics 
Center, Austria’s taxpayers will be able to dispose of their income 
freely as of this day. Even though the available data largely 
consists of projections and forecasts due to the radical changes, 
a preliminary result for Austria’s taxpayers can be announced: 
This Saturday – i.e. 10 days later than 2019 – the time has come: 
from this day on, all domestic taxpayers will no longer have to 
pay anything to the Austrian treasury. Theoretically, Mr. and Mrs. 
Austrian have surrendered all their income from January 1st to 
August 15th and from this point on they may dispose of it freely – 
until the next January 1st. 

”This is, of course, a statistical assumption, Tax Freedom Day is 
a symbolic day that is intended to provide citizens with a vivid 
basis for discussions about taxes and justice,” says Barbara Kolm, 
Director of the Austrian Economics Center (AEC), which has been 
calculating Tax Freedom Day (TFD) for Austria every year since 
2010. The “Taxpayers’ Day” or “Taxpayers’ Remembrance Day” 
is the first day of the year from which the income earned by an 
economy no longer has to be transferred to the state to pay taxes 
and duties. 

Calculation method

”For this, we use all up to date available forecast data for the 
current year,” explains AEC researcher Martin Gundinger, who 
carried out the calculations. This means that there may be a 
postponement later on, after the final figures are available. “Due 
to the very uncertain situation this year, this is all the more true, 
because depending on how the pandemic and with it the economic 
restrictions will develop and how politics responds to this crisis, 
we will see drastic effects on the tax burden and thus on Tax 
Freedom Day,” explains Gundinger.

To determine the TFD, taxes and duties (direct taxes such as 
payroll tax, indirect taxes such as value-added tax, mineral oil tax) 
are set in relation to the income of households and companies. The 
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resulting percentage is allocated to the year with 365 days - this 
determines the TFD. The total tax burden borne by the average 
taxpayer (national income burden ratio) is calculated as the 
quotient of taxes, duties, and national income. Gundinger explains: 
“We use national income as the basis for the calculation, which 
includes the total income earned by households and companies 
in an economy. If, for example, the gross domestic product were 
used as a basis, then “distortions would occur. Moreover, the gross 
domestic product is higher than the actual national income, which 
would indicate an earlier Tax Freedom Day”.

Outlook

Over the past decades, the TFD in Austria has continuously shifted 
backwards. “In the last four years, things have moved forward 
again somewhat, the burden ratios have fallen due to initial reform 
steps and the good economic situation,” says Barbara Kolm. This 
trend has now been reversed by the crisis. Budget consolidation 
has also slowed down – it will not be possible to avoid larger 
deficits for a while. However, the decisive factor is whether these 
deficits are the result of an increase in government spending or a 
drop in tax revenues, as Gundinger already emphasized during this 
year’s budget hearing: “In the current crisis situation, it would be 
important to significantly reduce taxes in order to give citizens the 
means to recover the economy. An increase in expenditure, on the 
other hand, is tempting because it promises help in the short term 
– but it will come back to haunt us in medium term”. 

A change, of course, is necessary to combat the crisis effectively – 
away from an increase in state spending and towards a reduction 
in taxes. Kolm adds that “especially in times of crisis, a burden on 
private assets would be counterproductive. While the promotion of 
property does not automatically fill the coffers of the state, it does 
make its citizens more independent.” The Austrian Economics 
Center calculates the (theoretical) “Tax Freedom Day” in order 
to present the level of the tax and duty burden in our state in an 
understandable way and thus provides a basis for good discussion 
about what (positive) services the state provides with the money of 
its citizens and how efficiently it handles that money.

Note: It should be stressed again at this point, that the current 2020 
Tax Freedom Day calculation is based on very uncertain forecast 
data and the result must, therefore, be interpreted with caution.
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Date: April 21st, 2020

Link:
https://youtu.be/AUgq6sVy0aY

Cooperations 
Europe after the Coronavirus

Together with the Tax Foundation, the Austrian Economics Center 
conducted a study on “Europe after the coronavirus, a roadmap 
for economic recovery”. The coronavirus has brought our lives 
to a standstill. Millions of people are affected by the shutdown 
and are suddenly facing major financial problems. What are the 
ways to overcome this unprecedented economic pause? And what 
policies could national governments and the EU take to achieve 
sustainable economic recovery? What could be done in areas such 
as tax and trade policy?

Download the full study here:

https://www.austriancenter.com/wp-

content/uploads/2020/04/Europe_After_

Coronavirus_Final.pdf

The economic shutdown caused by the current pandemic is 
putting pressure on policymakers to design programs to support 
businesses and workers. It is currently unclear how long the health 
crisis will last or what the economies of Europe will look like in 
the aftermath. Governments should be ready with appropriate 
policies to answer the changing circumstances.

This is clearly a health crisis, first and foremost, and policies should 
be designed with that in mind. However, the economic effects of 
the health crisis are substantial and fiscal and monetary programs 
deployed in response to the crisis need to be well-targeted and 
designed. Once the health crisis abates, there will be challenges 
for policymakers in evaluating ways to address new debt burdens, 
the speed of the post-crisis recovery, and the risks of another wave 
of infections.

This paper evaluates how governments in Europe should be 
designing economic policies to minimize the economic shock 
while the health crisis continues, and then shift to policies that will 
help economies recover and return to a sustainable fiscal footing in 
the context of growth. The study was presented in a webinar with 
Daniel Bunn, Kai Weiß,  Natalia Macyra, and Adam Bartha.
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Capitalism and Climate Change

Daniel Hannan, Holly Fretwell, Matt Ridley, Christopher 
Barnard, and Kai Weiß show that libertarians, too, care for 
environmentalism. Dan Hannan said that there is no tension 
between wealth and environmental protection. Matt Ridley asked 
the question why lions are declining, wolves on the rise, and tigers 
stagnating? He answered that Lions live in poor countries, wolves 
in rich countries, and tigers in developing countries.

This online event was a preview of the book “Green Market 
Revolution”. More than 5.600 people watched the show.

Book presentation: Green Market Revolution

Christopher Barnard from the British Conservation Alliance and 
Kai Weiß from the Austrian Economics Center edited a book on 
free market solutions to environmental problems. 15 authors put 
forward an alternative vision on how environmental protection 
and the fight against global warming can work, showing how a 
system based on free markets, innovation, property rights, and 
local democracy is far more effective at tackling environmental 
problems than top-down, one-size-fits-all regulatory approaches. 
Indeed, protecting the environment should be in the hands of 
entrepreneurs, innovators, creative minds, philanthropists, and 
decentralized communities.

Purchase your copy of “Green Market Revolution” here:

www.greenmarketrevolution.eco

Book Preview

Date: July 2nd, 2020

Link: https://youtu.be/
JYfbsHfymJY

Book Preview

Date: April 28th, 2020

Link: https://youtu.be/
p0zVROCslho
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The recordings of all online discussions 
can be streamed on our Youtube channel:

www.youtube.com/AustrianCenterAEC



Date: monthly

Location: https://youtu.be/
jNC9nopppSc

Austrian Economics Monthly

The successful transition of the Free Market Road Show resulted 
in the ongoing project of a monthly webinar together with 
Competere. The goal of this online series is to provide an Austrian 
perspective on current hot topics.

Announcement of the next panel on

https://www.austriancenter.com/

austrian-economics-monthly

Is the fight against racism being exploited?

The first Austrian Economics Monthly webinar discussed the 
question whether the global uproar after George Floyd’s death 
by a police man and the following debate on racism was helping 
the cause or was exploited for other means. The panelists were 
Mary Lucia Darst, Stephane Kouassi, Scott Nelson, and Sydney 
Williams.

Universal Basic Income - Pros and Cons

In the second edition, John Chisholm, Radovan Durana, Otto Lehto, 
and Antony Sammeroff discussed advantages and disadvantages 
of the idea of an unconditional payment to everybody.
Pietro Paganini moderated the discussion.

Learnings from the Trade Hiccups 
During the Pandemic

Daniel Dalton, Robert Grant, Calum Nicholson, and Partick 
Rostenstiel analysed broken supply chains, trade contracts, 
historical frictions between countries, and the current state of trade 
caused by Corona. The host was again Pietro Paganini. 
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What can Monetary Policy do 
for Economic Recovery?

The 4th Austrian Economics Monthly discussed monetary policies 
and their role for economic recovery. Enrico Colombatto described 
the role of the EZB and its understanding of inflation and financial 
stability. John Charalambakis focused on global debt. Richard 
Rahn criticized the negative interest rates in Europe and foresaw 
disaster coming. Michael Jäger was looking for the people or 
groups benefiting from the situation. He quoted Churchill: “Never 
waste a good crisis.”

Liberal Democracies in Crisis

“People think that democracy has failed them that it couldn’t solve 
their problems,” began Pietro Paganini. Daniel Kaddik, Sir Graham 
Watson, and Mario Fantini analyzed the problems of democracies 
these days. Kaddik stated that we underestimate the appeal of 
quick fixes of various problems. Sir Graham noted that we do not 
live in a global community, our societies are fragmented. Peoples’ 
understanding changed from being citizens to being consumers, 
who expect immediate satisfaction of their needs. Fantini added 
that voters are reclaiming their rights and freedoms and want to 
push back bureaucracy.

30 Years of German Reunification

Even after 30 years of reunification, the former DDR, Eastern 
Germany is economically weaker than the West. Back then 
promises where made that couldn’t be kept. Young people moved 
to the West, companies went bankrupt when the currencies were 
converted into one. What are the challenges right now? Where 
are Germany’s strengths amid all these discrepancies? Matthew 
Edwards, Michael Jäger, Clemens Schneider, and Gunther Schnabl 
discussed with Pietro Paganini. 

more to come...
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9th Austrian Economics Conference

On October 6 and 7, the 9th International Conference “The Austrian 
School of Economics in the 21st Century” was held. Fully live 
streamed, the event was co-organized by Fundación Internacional 
Bases, Universidad Siglo 21, Fundación LiberAr and the Austrian 
Economics Center as well as once again sponsored by the Naumann 
Foundation for Freedom. 

Throughout two full days, the program presented many of the most 
prominent figures of the Austrian School of Economics, as well as 
interesting debates and proposals related to libertarian thought in 
general. 

Thus, as speakers and lecturers, Prince Michael of Liechtenstein 
stood out, as well as Leszek Balcerowicz, responsible for the 
reforms that brought Poland out of its socialist economic nightmare 
and made it one of the most thriving countries in Europe, and 
Krassen Stanchev, an important figure in the Bulgarian transition 
to a market economy in the 90s. The keynote speeches given by 
Adrián Ravier, Nicolás Cachanosky, Alberto Benegas Lynch (Jr), 
Diego Giacomini, Javier Milei, and Daniel Lacalle were also 
highlights of the program. 

The   event   that   opened   the   conference   stood   out   in   
particular: the II Juan Carlos Cachanosky Memorial Lecture, which 
was given by Eduardo Mayora, a Guatemalan scholar and lawyer. 
In this regard, Federico N. Fernández, President of Fundación 
Internacional Bases, explained: “The lecture in the memory of 
Juan Carlos is perhaps the most important event of the conference. 
We had the opportunity to do it for the first time in 2019, when we 
exported our congress to the city of Vienna, Austria, and we want 
it to continue in all future editions of the event.” 

The organizers also highlight the impact of the Conference.  
According to Federico N. Fernández, “the livestream of the event 
as a whole exceeded 70,000 unique visitors. 

Somos Innovación, the Latin American Network that defends 
human creativity and innovation in the region, also had its space. 
Firstly, with a lecture by Marian Tupy (United States) about global 
trends that indicate that humanity is progressing very fast. The 
lecture was moderated by Roberto Salinas (Mexico), who is the 

Date: October 6th and 7th, 2020

Location:
www.escuelaaustriaca.org
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Director of the Atlas Network Center for Latin America. Later, a 
very international panel with representatives of Somos Innovación 
from all over Latin America comprised Diego Rojas Llamosas 
(Fundación Gustavo González, Paraguay), Carlos Augusto 
Chacón Monsalve (ICP, Colombia), Mariela Palma (Asociación 
Libre, Costa Rica), Julio Clavijo (CCC, Peru), and Víctor Becerra 
(México Libertario).

Political discussions were also part of the conference. On the 
one hand, Marcelo Duclós led the conversation between María 
Zaldívar, Antonio Fratamico, Martín Simonetta and Franco López 
about the tension between populism and freedom in Argentina. 
On the other hand, Ricardo López Murphy, Ingrid Jetter, Gustavo 
Lazzari and Agustín Spaccesi answered the poignant questions 
of Alberto Medina Méndez regarding a classical liberal political 
praxis.

Ten Austrian Master Talks by Iván Carrino, Carlos Dávila, Iván 
Cachanosky and Horacio Arana (among others) presented some of 
the most current points of the debate within the Austrian School 
of Economics. Writers such as Rogelio López Guillemain and 
Cristian Moreno presented their works in the panel “On authors 
and books.” Poverty was addressed by Martín Krause, Eduardo 
Fernández Luiña and Silvia Alemán. The question about culture in 
Latin America was discussed by Mamela Fiallo, Vanessa Vallejo 
and Agustín Laje. Meanwhile, Universidad Siglo 21 had its own 
panel where Alfredo Baronio, Flavio Buchieri and Ignacio Ruiz’s 
research on financial inclusion was presented. 

The night before the official conference program started, 
Fundación Internacional Bases and Fundación LiberAr organized 
a pre-congress as a launching of the event with prominent New 
Media Freedom Fighters, which helped to attract a lot of interest 
among young people for the conference. 

Finally, regarding the future, Federico N. Fernández commented 
that “the entire conference will be available online shortly. 
Moreover, we are already preparing the 10th Austrian Congress, 
which will be held in the city of Vienna, Austria in September 
2021. We hope in 2022 to be able to physically hold our congress 
in Córdoba, Argentina together with the Universidad Siglo 21and 
the LiberAr.”
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International Seminar 
„The Austrian School of Economics”

Throughout July 2020 the Austrian Economics Center and the 
Hayek Institut were partners of the International Seminar „The 
Austrian School of Economics”. Hosted online, the seminar had 
a significant level of participation with more than 1,500 students 
mainly from Peru, but laso from other countries in Latin America. 

The program dealt with some of the major issues of the Austrian 
school and it featured distinguished scholars from the Americas 
and Europe.  

Organized by: 

• Fundación Internacional Bases
• Asociación para la Educación Económica en los Andes 
• UNSAAC 
• Facultad de Economía (UNSAAC) 

International Partners: 

• Friedrich Naumann Foundation
• Hayek Institut 
• Austrian Economics Center
• Notoria Institute 

Lesson 1: „The Austrian School in the General Framework of 

Economic Thought“

Maria Blanco (Spain)

María holds a PhD in Economics and Business Studies from 
the Universidad Complutense de Madrid and teaches History 
of Economic Thought at the Universidad CEU-San Pablo. Her 
main research topic focuses on economic methodology, to which 
she dedicated her doctoral thesis “The debates on the role of 
mathematics as a research instrument in economic analysis,” 
directed by Carlos Rodríguez Braun, professor at the Complutense 
University of Madrid.

***

Date: July 1st, 2020

Link: https://www.facebook.
c o m / A E E A . P E R U /
videos/277586916909751/

Date: July 8th, 2020

Link: https://www.facebook.
c o m / A E E A . P E R U /
videos/761417771265740/
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Lesson 2: „The entrepreneur and the market process“

Arturo Damm Arnal (Mexico) 

Arturo holds a degree in Economics at the Universidad Autónoma 
Metropolitana and B.A. in Philosophy from the Universidad 
Panamericana, where he also specialized in Political and Social 
Philosophy, Masters in Philosophy, Law Economic and Legal 
Sciences, as well as the doctorate in Philosophy. He is a professor at 
the Law and Philosophy School, and at the School of Government 
and Economics of the Pan-American University. Guest professor 
at IPADE. He is also author of 22 books on economics and 
philosophy, and co-authored seven others.

***

Lesson 3: „The market as a discovery process“

Carlos Alejandro Dávila Núñez (Peru)

Carlos is an Economist and Master of the National University of 
San Antonio Abad del Cusco, university professor since 2013, 
Founder and academic director of the Mario Vargas Llosa Center 
for Liberal Studies (Arequipa) and the Association for Economic 
Education in the Andes (Cusco), lecturer and columnist in regional 
and national media. 

***

Lesson 4: „Methodological individualism and subjective 

value“

Martín Krause (Argentina) 

Martín is an Associate Academic of the Cato Institute and 
professor of Economics at the University of Buenos Aires. He 
has published several books: “El cuento de la economía,” “En 
defensa de los más necesitados,” “Proyectos por una sociedad 
abierta” in conjunction with Alberto Benegas Lynch (h), and 
“Democracia directa” in conjunction with Margarita Molteni; 
book chapters and numerous articles in academic journals and 
newspapers throughout the Americas. In 1998 he was elected by 
competition as Professor of Economics at the School of Law and 
Social Sciences of the University of Buenos Aires. He has served 
as Rector of ESEADE. He is a visiting professor of Economic 
Process and Austrian Economics I at the Universidad Francisco 
Marroquín in Guatemala. He obtained his PhD in Administration 
from the Catholic University of La Plata.

Date: July 15th, 2020

Link: https://www.facebook.
c o m / A E E A . P E R U /
videos/309458773741622/

Date: July 22nd, 2020

Link: https://www.facebook.
c o m / A E E A . P E R U /
videos/2436463863311524/
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Press 2020

The international media loved the book “Free Market 
Environmentalsim”, among them The Daily Telegraph, BBC, The 
Hill, CityAM, Washington Examiner, Real Clear Markets, Neue 
Zürcher Zeitung.
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Austrian Economics Championship
on Twitter

The basic concept: people could vote for their favorite Austrian 
to win the title, round-by-round. And we all know how much 
libertarians love to debate whether Mises’ or Hayek’s or Menger 
‘s ideas are better. Indeed, there were a great number of people 
during the tournament telling us how much they appreciated us 
doing this fun, engaging tournament.

Especially, the Spanish community on Twitter was strong and 
enthusiastic, which is why Juan de Mariana eventually won over 
Friedrich von Hayek and previously defeated Ludwig von Mises in 
the semifinals. To further illustrate the enthusiasm by our audience, 
there were several Spanish politicians – Members of Parliament – 
who started campaigns for de Mariana on Twitter.

Thanks to this tournament we could engage many libertarians, 
institutions and individuals alike and increase our followers by an 
amazing 1,054%! We reached more than 500,000 people directly 
through this tournament. And while it was primarily fun, it also 
made people more aware of the featured thinkers. 

Read Kai Weiß’ article about Juan de Mariana and his ideas:

https://www.austriancenter.com/juan-de-

mariana-forefather-austrian-economics/
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Articles online 
Selected Articles by Federico Fernández

Coalición Internacional demanda que investiguen a la OMS
Medium: La Voz de Rosario

Coalición internacional pide investigar a la Organización Mundial 
de la Salud 
Medium: Republica Economica

La ineptitud de la OMS convirtió un brote viral en una pandemia
Medium: Visión Liberal

La oferta de la Fundación Bases para comprar la casa natal del 
“Che” Guevara en pesos cubanos
Medium: El Político

Una fundación argentina ofrece comprar la casa del Che en pesos 
cubanos
Medium: 14ymedio

Preservar su memoria y pagar 400 000 dólares: los requisitos para 
comprar la casa natal del Che
Medium: ADN Cuba

Pandemic highlights Latin American innovators – and laggards
Medium: The Economic Standard

The Latin American Innovation Gap No One Talks About
Medium: Svensk Tidskrift

Aprovechar la crisis: Tres pasos para la revolución que Argentina 
necesita
Medium: El Instituto Independiente
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http://www.lavozderosario.com/
coalicion-internacional-demanda-
que-investiguen-a-la-oms/ 

https://adncuba.com/actualidad/
internacional/preservar-su-memoria-
y-pagar-400-000-dolares - los -
requisitos-para-comprar 

https://elpolitico.com/la-oferta-de-
la-fundacion-bases-para-comprar-la-
casa-natal-del-che-guevara/ 

h t t p s : / / w w w. 1 4 y m e d i o . c o m /
internacional/Che-Fundacion-Bases-
hicimos-oferta_0_2906109362.html 

https://www.republicaeconomica.
com/s ing l e -pos t / 2020 /04 /21 /
Coal ic ión- internacional-pide-
inves t igar-a- la-Organización-
Mundial-de-la-Salud 

https://theeconomicstandard.com/
pandemic-highlights-latin-american-
innovators-and-laggards/ 

https://www.svensktidskrift.se/the-
latin-american-innovation-gap-no-
one-talks-about/ 

https://independent.typepad.com/
elindependent/2020/04/aprovechar-
l a - c r i s i s - t r e s - p a s o s - p a r a - l a -
revolución-que-argentina-necesita.
html 

https://visionliberal.com.ar/la-
ineptitud-de-la-oms-convirtio-un-
brote-viral-en-una-pandemia/ 



Selected Articles by Kai Weiß

Austria’s New Government Revamps Tax Plans
Medium: Tax Foundation

The EU’s ‘industrial strategy’ will compound Europe’s economic 
woes
Medium: CapX

Return of the false gods
Medium: Acton Institute

Rejocing over coronavirus’ ‘green’ benefits is misguided
Medium: Washington Examiner

Rejocing over coronavirus’ ‘green’ benefits is misguided
Medium: RealClearMarkets

As COVID-19 Panic Subsides, It’s Time for a U-Turn on the Road 
to Serfdom
Medium: FEE

For Merkel and Macron, this crisis is a chance to push yet more 
Europe
Medium: Tax Foundation

Angela Merkel’s Successor Lacks Any Vision on the European 
Union
Medium: CapX

Life of a Dissident
Medium: Law&Liberty

It’s time for a new environmentalism, powered by free markets 
rather than bureaucrats
Medium: The Daily Telegraph
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https:/ / taxfoundation.org/new-
austrian-government-tax-reform-
plans/

https://capx.co/the-eus-industrial-
strategy-will-compound-europes-
economic-woes/

https://www.acton.org/religion-
liberty/volume-30-number-1/return-
false-gods

https://www.washingtonexaminer.
com/opinion/op-eds/rejoicing-
over-coronavirus-green-benefits-is-
misguided

https: / /www.realclearmarkets .
c o m / 2 0 2 0 / 0 3 / 2 7 / r e j o i c i n g _
over_covids_green_benefits_is_
misguided_487682.html

https://www.fee.org/articles/as-
covid-19-panic-subsides-it-s-time-
for-a-u-turn-on-the-road-to-serfdom/

https://taxfoundation.org/austria-tax-
reform-plan/

https://capx.co/for-merkel-and-
macron-the-crisis-is-a-chance-to-
push-yet-more-europe/

https://lawliberty.org/book-review/
life-of-a-dissident/

h t tps : / /www. te leg raph .co .uk /
poli t ics/2020/06/30/t ime-new-
environmentalism-powered-free-
markets-rather-bureaucrats/
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